Our founders have almost 20 years combined experience working with rural communities and know that there is a big gap in data availability. Inovasi’s data collection tools and methodology are combined with government survey data, to develop our analysis on rural community sustainable economic development. The platform data include energy demand, ability/willingness to pay, productive use of energy and others.

A searchable database platform is being developed to match the various institutions such as government entities, grant providers, technology providers, CSR funds consulting companies, and project developers with the communities. This database will include a GIS map to filter through the available data and quickly provide the users with a list of the communities that meet their needs.

CURATED AND VERIFIED DATA PLATFORM FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

>500 villages visited for community level data

$250,000 income from data analysis and consulting

65 communities received direct assistance or surveyed in 12 months
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Seeking $250k seed grant
Need network with data users
Partnerships with big data provider
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